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What social media can do for you

– Tell your club’s story

– Attract new members, supporters, sponsors

• Word of mouth advocacy is key – people trust their friends/family

– Recognize athletes, sponsors, achievements

– Share news with members/the community

what can social media do for you?

tell your club’s story.

attract new members, supporters, sponsors.

recognize athletes, sponsors, achievements.

share news with members/the community.
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before you jump in…

define your goals.

tailor your strategy around your objective/priorities.

identify the best platform(s) for your club.
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How to Get Started

• Understand that relationship-building takes time, patience, and consistency, but as long as you make a goal to engage with a certain number of 
people each day, you’ll see your efforts start to pay off. 

• The first step is to be social. The key is to create a two-way dialogue and not be self-serving every time; treat each conversation like a real-life 
experience. Find the tone that works best for you and the audience you want to build

• Understand that there are millions of conversations out there, and you can’t participate in them all. The more you share, the more fans will want to 
follow and engage with your content and messaging, thereby building an “army” of advocates that can share your messages.

• Create a content calendar and posting schedule

– Consistency here is key – you don’t always have to be posting, but you should determine what the right frequency is

– But be careful to avoid flooding channels to avoid turning people off - the key is quality over quantity.  

– Prioritize key moments in your brand's calendar to focus your efforts - ie spend time posting around a big race or at key moments in the 
season.

• Show interest in what your fans are doing, build trust, and don’t hesitate to engage with content they share, showing you have interest in them, as 
well.

• Testing and learning is a great way to find what works for your brand – don’t be afraid to “jump” and try new approaches, as social media changes 
frequently.

getting started…

be social. 

the more you share, the more fans will want to 

follow and engage with you.

create a content calendar and posting schedule.

test and learn.

patience and consistency. 
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what should I post?

1. interactive content 2. curated content 3. listicles



what should I post?

4. photos 5. videos



optimize your approach.

set a routine.

use social media monitoring 

and management tool(s).

prioritize channels.

#FishWhereTheFishAre.

get third party help.

don’t have time?
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a few more best practices…

#1 priority: provide value to your audience.

post content during optimal times.

paid social support.

follow and engage influencers.

vary your content.

be human, have fun, be personable 

and conversational!



questions?


